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the future of shipbroking

The Norwegian shipbroking scene 
is changing, with ownership be-
coming more widely spread. 

Companies were historically 
family owned but increasingly 
brokers are being awarded stakes 
in their companies, while RS Pla-
tou, the country’s biggest broker, is 
set to be the first Norwegian shop 
to go public. 

Platou is undergoing a rapid 
transformation that has already 
given it the greatest international 
reach of any Norwegian broker. 

It has diversified from a tradi-
tional shop to now being heavily 
involved in offshore broking and 
finance.

Headquartered in Oslo, it cur-
rently has a staff of more than 380, 
which it expects to grow by 150 in 
the next two years, according to 

managing director Peter Anker.
Anker says the company plans 

to expand both organically and 
through acquisitions. It certainly 
has money to spend. In January, it 
made a $50m offer for London 
broker ACM, which was subse-
quently rejected.

Platou has worked up a big 
presence in offshore broking. It 
currently employs some 60 bro-
kers worldwide and has a signifi-
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cant set-up in Singapore. Anker 
says the offshore staffers are by far 
the largest generators of income 
for the company. The profits they 
generate are twice as high as those 
of an average shipbroker, accord-
ing to Anker.

Meanwhile, other Norwegian 
brokers harbour ambitions to 
broaden their scale of operations.

Joachim Grieg & Co in Bergen 
was traditionally an in-house bro-
ker for the Grieg shipowning 
group, primarily a bulker fleet, 
which used to be owned by the 
Grieg family. Today, it has diversi-
fied and brokers also have shares 
in the operation. It has moved into 
competitive broking also on the 
dry-bulk side and added three bro-
kers to that team last year. Manag-
ing director Finn Engelsen Jr reck-
ons that 40% of the company’s 
dry-cargo broking is conducted on 
a competitive basis.

Engelsen says the firm is also 
determined to establish an off-
shore desk. 

“It is crucial to get the right peo-
ple. We cannot pick them off the 
street,” he said.  

Joachim Grieg has shown a will-
ingness to act boldly, a couple of 
years ago poaching almost the 
whole gas desk from compatriot 
Lorentzen & Stemoco (L&S).  

Last year, the firm moved into 
tankers with a special focus on 
chemicals. This is not entirely sur-
prising given the strong position 

Bergen has in that sector, being 
home among others to Odfjell and 
Jo Tankers.  

It has also established a pres-
ence in London and last year re-
cruited most of the sale-and-pur-
chase (S&P) team from ACM.  

Engelsen also expects the com-
pany to build up a presence in 
Asia, although this is not on the 
cards right now.

The move into London by Grieg 
and the strong presence built up 
in the city by Platou, headed by 
ex-Clarksons boss Richard Ful-
ford-Smith, is also part of another 
trend.  

Historically, the shipbroking 
communities in Norway and Lon-
don worked separate geographical 
areas, with Norwegians typically 
covering compatriot shipowners 
and London having a strong grip 
on Greek owners. This is now 
changing, with Grieg stating that 
its move to London was partly to 
get a stronger hold in the Mediter-
ranean market. 

There are also examples of UK 
companies establishing a presence 
in Oslo. Clarksons announced last 
December that it had bought small 
Norwegian broking firms Boxton 
Holding and Bridge Maritime, 
with a total staff of 15. Cleaves has 
also set up an S&P office in Oslo, 
located in the famous Bergehus 
building, which used to be the 
headquarters of the Bergesen ship-
owning companies.
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